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Polyadenylation of eukaryotic mRNA

CPSF  Cleavage polyadenylation stimulating factor
CstF Cleavage stimulatory factor

Polyadenylation 
complex assembly

Polyadenylate binding protein

Polyadenylation

mRNA
polyadenylate



CPSF recognizes the seq. AAUAAA

CstF binds GU, stimulates CPSF

CFI, CFII endonuclease 

PAP Poly(A) Polymerase 

PABP Poly(A) Binding Protein
Limits the addiction of A from the polymerase at 

about 200 bp.



Maturation (processing)
of RNA



Ribosomal RNA

About 80 % of the total RNA in 
growing cells is made up by ribosomal 
RNA.

It is synthetized starting from a 
precursor (pre-rRNA) which undergoes 
a series of changes up to the final 
mature form.



Heavy subunit
•28S + 5.8S
•5S (from e different 
trancription unit)

Light  subunit
•18S



RNA Pol I

RNA Pol III



rRNA modifications

• Methylation 

• Pseudouridylation



snoRNA

• Box C/D  methylation

• Box H/ACA pseudouridylation

• Small nucleolar RNA
• Forming the snoRNP (ribonucleoprotein particles)
• Needed for maturation of the rRNA





A snoRNA base pairs with a region of rRNA
that is to be methylated.





Conversion U 
in the non-paired 
regions



mRNA







Cap type 1

Cap type 2

Cap type 0



Before processing, capped RNAs exist 
as RNA-protein complexes that are 
associated with heterogeneous 
ribonucleoprotein particles (hnRNPs) 
that consist of heterogeneous nuclear 
RNAs (hnRNAs) and hnRNP proteins.
These can be visualized by staining 
fixed transcriptionally active chromatin 
with antibodies against hnRNP proteins 
(red) and dyes for DNA (white): The 
structure is known as a "lampbrush" 
chromosome



In the nucleus, nascent pre-mRNA 
associates with  hnRNP (heterogeneous 
nuclear ribonucleoparticles) proteins.

RNP motif domain

It prevents the 
formation of short 
secondary structures 
dependent on base-
pairing of 
complementary 
regions, making the 
pre-mRNA accessible 
for interactions with 
other macromolecules



hnRNA exists as a ribonucleoprotein particle
organized as a series of beads. 



Prokaryotic mRNA degradation occurs during the process of translation.



FIGURE 22.6 The major deadenylation-dependent decay pathways in 
eukaryotes. Two pathways are initiated by deadenylation. In both, poly(A) is 
shortened by a poly(A) nuclease until it reaches a length of about 10 Å.
Then an mRNA may be degraded by the 5' to 3' pathway or by the 3' to 5' 
pathway. The 5' to 3' pathway involves decapping by Dcp and digestion by the 
Xrn1 exonuclease. The 3' to 5' pathway involves digestion by the exosome 
complex.



FIGURE 22.8 Other decay pathways in eukaryotic cells. The initiating event for 
each pathway is illustrated. (A) Some mRNAs may be decapped before 
deadenylation occurs. (B) Histone mRNAs receive a short poly(U) tail to 
become a decay substrate. (C) Degradation of some mRNAs can be initiated by 
a sequence-specific endonucleolytic cut. (D) Some mRNAs can be targeted for 
degradation or translational silencing by complementary guide miRNAs.





AU rich element (ARE) 







Regulatory RNA

• Noncoding antisense RNAs can be used to regulate 
gene expression (RNA interference).

• A regulator RNA can function by forming a duplex 
region with a target RNA that may block initiation of 
translation, cause termination of transcription, or create 
a target for an endonuclease  RNA degradation.





An example of a bacterial regulator RNAs
sRNA (short RNA)

“OxyS RNA is a small non-coding RNA which is induced in response to oxidative stress 
in Escherichia coli. This RNA acts as a global regulator to activate or repress the 
expression of as many as 40 genes, by an antisense mechanism, including the fhlA-
encoded transcriptional activator and the rpoS-encoded sigma(s) subunit of RNA 
polymerase “

Associated with Hfq protein



RNA interference





RNA interference

miRNA  microRNA
dsRNA  double strand RNA
siRNA  small interfering RNA

Imperfect pairing

Perfect base pairingRNA-Induced Silencing Complex



MicroRNAs

• Eukaryotic genomes 
(animals and plants) code for 
many short ( -22 bases) RNA 
molecules called microRNAs.
• MicroRNAs regulate gene 
expression by base pairing 
with complementary 
sequences in target mRNAs.



MicroRNAs

10 bases in 7 repetitions at the
3’ UTR

C. elegans



dsRNA
• Viral origin
• Hexogen (artificially inserted in cells)

21 to 23 nucleotides 
with 3’ sticky ends



RNAse activity

RNAi is mediated by siRNAs




